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Editorial
As a nation, South Africans have used the past two months or so to again show our innate
Ubuntu – our open hearts and hands during times of trouble. That doesn’t mean that the lockdown experience is necessarily a positive one for many of us. But the innovation, challenges
and possibilities keep us going.
New World of Business: The aviation industry has already been irrevocably affected by
Covid-19, in that many prominent airlines have asked for government support, declared insolvency or simply lost big investors. How will air travel impact the tourism industry, going forward?
Social Capital: The sudden lockdown has forced most South Africans to work from home
where possible. The extent to which this has been implemented will force employers to revisit
their company policies as lockdown eases. However, not everybody finds the experience a
positive one.
Sustainability: In order for us – as nations and also as global citizens – to emerge from the
current situation stronger, we must stop acting on the fear of the lethal disease and start to
focus on the cause of the lethality. At the end of January the South African Plastics Pact was
launched. In column centimetres it has been overshadowed by Covid-19, but the positive outcomes are real and deserve to be noticed.
Security: Scientists have repeatedly warned us that Covid-19 is most probably not unique and
that our future most possibly holds more malignant viruses. We have also recently been reminded of the ‘new normal’ awaiting at the other side of having dealt with this virus. In geopolitical terms it is important to keep this in mind when we make decisions that will influence
policy and future international relations. About 39% of China’s total trade and 90% of petroleum
imports for China, Japan and South Korea make use of the South China Sea. And it suits
China that the international role-players are currently focusing on other issues.
Technology & Innovation: FinTech is having a field day in the South African market. This is
because entrepreneurs are good at identifying current challenges and weak points in the field
and offering clever solutions. During the past few months we have suddenly been forced to
deal with new rules and regulations of social, economic and educational conduct and engagement. And technology has played a big part in making this possible.
Art and Science of Decision-making: While the global media has given some attention to
our ability to cope with current circumstances, it is a topic many of us tend to ignore, not wanting to be confronted with our inner fears and weaknesses. In SA, the severe inequality of our
population adds another layer, as some of us are set up to deal with the current pandemic
much more easily, successfully and comfortably than others fighting for survival.

Frieda le Roux
Editor
Research Associate: Institute for Futures Research
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New World of Business
What is the future of airlines and tourism?
There is increasing recognition that the Covid-19 pandemic is likely to leave a lasting impact
on the way society relaxes, works and interacts. At the recent annual shareholders’ meeting
of Berkshire Hathaway, investment guru Warren Buffett announced that the company had sold
its holdings in the four big American airlines (Delta Air Lines, American Airlines, Southwest
Airlines and United Airlines). With travel restrictions in place for almost 90% of the world’s
population (as at April 2020), airline travel has been in sharp decline. Globally, 25m aviation
and 100m travel and tourism jobs are at risk. Increasingly, however, it is being recognised that
the industry may forever be changed post-Covid-19. From airlines to hotels, travel is likely to
look different in the near future, and maybe for years to come.
In the past, airlines relied on passengers tightly packed in economy class to ensure they at
least break even, while business and first-class passenger were the profit drivers. However,
all indications are that social distancing is likely to be a fact of life for some time to come, and
how this will work with the current airline business models is not clear. In addition, work-fromhome arrangements have shown that remote working and digital meetings are viable, and have
accelerated and are already an ongoing trend. Many individuals may also opt to postpone trips
for the foreseeable future. All of these factors are likely to constrain global tourism numbers
for some time.
However, tourism is also a key contributor to both local and global economic GDP. A postCovid malaise is therefore a source of concern, leading many people to ask how the sector
could possibly adapt to the needs of a post-Covid society. Already, the spotlight is shifting to
how hotels could adapt to the new reality. And while contactless check-ins, on-arrival temperature checks for visitors, a review of the use of communal areas and a renewed focus on
disinfection (and maybe lower occupancy rates as rooms are left empty for longer) can go
some of the way, it may take some time for travel to resume at previous levels at a global
scale. Expectations are that local travel will recover first, with many people opting for road trips
and rental homes as alternatives to flying and staying in hotels.
Travel bubbles between areas that have successfully contained outbreaks provide a glimpse
of how the industry could potentially change in future. For example, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia opened their borders from 15 May, allowing citizens from these countries to travel freely
between the states. However, quarantine periods will still apply to entering the states from
outside the ‘bubble’.
With global infections now in excess of 5m (as at 21 May), it seems clear that the virus will be
with us for months to come. How the tourism and aviation industry will adapt, will be a key
question for the many individuals who earn their livelihood from this sector.
Warren Buffett's company Berkshire Hathaway sells US airline shares. BBC News, 3
May 2020.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52518186
What will staying in a hotel look like in the near future? M Hunter. CNN, 7 May 2020.
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/hotels-safety-coronavirus/index.html
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Here’s what travelling could be like after COVID-19. A Serra & C Leong. World Economic
Forum, 6 May 2020.
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/this-is-what-travelling-will-be-like-after-covid-19/
City plans to reboot Cape tourism industry post-Covid-19 pandemic. M Charles. IOL, 8
May 2020.
https://www.iol.co.za/capeargus/news/city-plans-to-reboot-cape-tourism-industry-post-covid19-pandemic-47732612
Travel changed after 9/11; Here’s how it will look after the Covid-19 pandemic finally
recedes. K Kiesnoski. CNBC, 10 May 2020.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/10/heres-how-travel-will-change-after-the-covid-19-pandemic-recedes.html
Industry collaboration to develop post-COVID-19 protocols. A Mackenzie. Tourism Update, 23 Apr 2020.
http://www.tourismupdate.co.za/article/199285/Industry-collaboration-to-develop-postCOVID-19-protocols
Could travel bubbles offer a route to economic recovery? The Economist, 14 May 2020.
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2020/05/14/could-travel-bubbles-offer-aroute-to-economic-recovery?fsrc=scn/fb/te/bl/ed/agoodkindofbubblecouldtravelbubblesofferaroutetoeconomicrecoveryfinanceeconomics
These countries are making ‘travel bubbles’ for post-lockdown tourism. K Whiting.
World Economic Forum, 14 May 2020.
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/tourism-coronavirus-travel-bubble-lockdown/
You can forget about leaving the Western Cape any time soon. K le Roux. Cape Talk, 14
May 2020.
https://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/383692/you-can-forget-about-leaving-the-western-capeany-time-soon
Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Centre.
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
The lonely world of work
It has become commonplace to hear colleagues mention that their eight-year-old is on a Zoom
call for school and that they will call you back later. It has also become acceptable to hear the
gentle humming of washing machines in the background, and the less than gentle sounds of
children playing in the background during online meetings. It is not the twilight zone; it is the
world of work in the time of Covid-19.
Some countries (like New-Zealand) are considering four-day workweeks. International companies such as Twitter and Facebook have announced that all or part of their workforce will be
working remotely (from home) in future. Facebook’s Zuckerberg refers to the move as creating
‘more broad-based economic prosperity’ as people living in areas other than where their offices
are located can now work for Facebook. How can such an arrangement affect South Africans
and South African companies?
Working from home has clear and direct benefits such as less time on the road (and therefore
less pollution – an environmental gain), no time wasted on commuting, saving money spent
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on petrol or transport. There are drawbacks as well, with real negative consequences. Employees are reporting much longer working hours, and it seems that work requests regularly
arrive outside of working hours. The fear of losing their jobs have most people simply responding to these untimely requests (and tolerate the boundary violations).
Many employees around the world are reporting mental health issues due to, mainly still unregulated, remote working conditions. Burn-out due to long hours, feelings of isolation, uncertainty about their financial futures and the lack of team support are causing additional distress
for some employees. Others are struggling to balance their personal and work life as they often
experience a lack of motivation, procrastination, and role uncertainty when working alone.
It is too soon to assess the impact on productivity. Also, the longer working hours cannot be
seen as productive as many companies are simply ‘fire fighting’ at present. South Africans
have embraced the new world of virtual work during a time of crisis. As soon as there is time
to take a breather, companies should work on drafting new ‘rules of engagement’ with their
employees – rules and relationships built on trust and human-centred working conditions that
include remote work.
Does Remote Work Mix with Organizational Culture? J Heskett. Harvard Business
School, 1 May 2020.
https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/does-remote-work-mix-with-organizational-culture?cid=spmailing32210723-WK%20Newsletter%2005-20-2020%20(1)-May%2020,%202020
Global Challenges to Maintaining a Healthy Workforce During a Pandemic: Views from
RAND Experts. Rand, 15 May 2020.
https://www.rand.org/blog/2020/05/global-challenges-to-maintaining-a-healthy-workforce.html
Facebook says half of its employees might be remote. B Fung. CNN, 21 May 2020.
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/21/tech/facebook-work-from-home-mark-zuckerberg/index.html
Why are some people better at working from home than others? M Turits. BBC, 9 May
2020.
https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200506-why-are-some-people-better-at-working-fromhome-than-others
Coronavirus: Flexible working will be a new normal after virus. J Harper. BBC, 22 May
2020.
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-52765165
OPINION: Virtual working could double our productivity rate. K Okedhukwu. IOL, 29 Apr
2020.
https://www.iol.co.za/business-report/opinion-virtual-working-could-double-our-productivityrate-47286260
Office work will never be the same. R Molla. Vox, 21 May 2020.
https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/5/21/21234242/coronavirus-covid-19-remote-work-fromhome-office-reopening
A guide to thriving in the post-COVID-19 workplace. B Sheppard. World Economic Forum, 18 May 2020.
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/workers-thrive-covid-19skills/?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2719847_Agenda_weekly22May2020&utm_term=&emailType=Newsletter
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Social Capital
Do emergences from this hot, flat and crowded globe pose opportunities for innovation
for an altered global system?
‘Hot, flat and crowded’ is how Thomas Friedman (Friedman, 2008) perceives planet Earth.
Global warming, the stunning rise of the middle classes, and rapid population growth converged to make the world dangerous and a paradox of progress (Manson, 2019). The combination of these factors created a perfect storm, and we were unable to see the storm coming.
By having the feeling brain in the driving seat (Manson, 2019) and our thinking brain numbed
by our historical algorithms (Mansion, 2019) and inability to deal with the complexity of our
world, humanity was heading for an unknown calamity, foot on the accelerator, persistently
ignoring the thinking brain.
It is the perfect storm with ideal conditions for a lethal virus to thrive. Viruses, bacteria and
fungi are the friends of humans (Bush, 2020), but man-made conditions and imbalances have
created a lethality.
Countries, nations and individuals are still reeling from the Covid-19 shock and trying to fathom
the implications of severe global economic disruptions, the loss of freedom, the death of familiar rhythms, and new rhythms that are still out of sync. Like the loss of a loved one, the full
implications and trauma cannot be processed by the feeling brain, nor the thinking brain, and
focusing on trivialities is a clear sign of trying to cope with the unimaginable. The fear of death
and the created hypnotism of social media drive an unreality of conspiracies, possibilities, and
non-evidence-based actions, with common sense becoming a scarce commodity. The world
has become an ever-so-real VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous) one, and
the probable and preferable futures remain a mystery.
The world, communities, businesses and individuals are acting on the fear of the lethal disease
instead of the cause of the lethality. Most nations are ignoring the systemic nature and the
complexity of globalisation. Mesmerised by technology, with a lack of critical thinking and an
overload of information, the man-made system is beating the so-called masters of the planets,
called humans, at their own game. The havoc they created in their own ecosystems by acting
as dangerous, dissatisfied, and irresponsible gods (Harari, 2014) has led to them now living in
fear of a minute virus.
An interview with futurist Michael Power (Van Niekerk, 2020), a strategist at the asset management group Ninety One, gives an excellent overview of his take on the impact of the virus
on the global economy. He mentions a pistol shot in 1914 that changed the course of history,
when Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria was assassinated in Sarajevo, setting off WW I,
and says Covid-19 is likely to disrupt the global economy and shift global power hierarchies in
the same way. The virus has most probably accelerated a shift already in motion from the West
to the East, China specifically, which will lead to China becoming the new economic superpower (Van Niekerk, 2020). The middle classes in Asia will grow, and money will flow to Asia.
To ask the right questions in times like these is probably the secret that can start a scan of the
environment on all levels of subsistence and sustainability.
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In a post-Covid-19 world, changes will be forced on the non-Eastern middle classes, population
growth in a resource-bound world can cause poverty traps of note, and the pace of global
warming can be the game changer. The combined potency of these forces is driving the five
key trends of: climate change, energy and resource supply and demand, biodiversity loss,
petroleum and coal addiction, and energy poverty (Friedman, 2008). What will the geopolitical
impact be on the various continents and how will the economies, civil liberties, democracies,
leadership, trade and migration in Africa and SA be affected in relation to the impact on a
growing middle class and population growth within the five key trends of climate change? What
will the leverage points be towards the new probable futures? What will change and what will
stay the same? Every single plan, strategy and goal were nullified within months, and volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) are making system thinking essential to figure
out a new future of business, survival of humanity, and biospheres on a sustainable planet.
The incapacity to deal with the VUCA world, the lack of economic depth to prevent human catastrophes, and the lack of innovation and research skills to manage disease and economic growth
are a costly price Africa is paying for not investing in the development of people, integral economic
development and infrastructure establishment. The development of human capital was never on
Africa’s agenda, according to the late Nigerian academic Claude Ake (Meredith, 2006).
Considering what has happened in SA over the past nine years, it aligns with the following
statement of historian Martin Meredith (Meredith, 2006): ‘After decades of mismanagement
and corruption, most African states have become hollowed out. They are no longer instruments
capable of serving the public good. Indeed, far from being able to provide aid and protection
to their citizens, African governments and the vampire-like politicians who run them are regarded by the population they rule as yet another burden they have to bear for survival.’
This sets the scene for some changes in how African governments and businesses operate:
Before Covid-19

After Covid-19

Planning, workers, the God complex, vertical
integration, organisation-centric, white-collar
world, tangibles (stuff), real (property), slow
and steady, certainty, leadership ‘in the now’,
and management by numbers

Acting, talent, stick to the knitting, vertigo
and innovation, network-centric, no-collar
world, intangibles, virtual, fast and faster,
ambiguity, leadership of ‘I don’t know’, and
management by being nimble (Peters, 2003)

A lesson for these surreal times can be found in Donella Meadows’ article ‘Leverage points’
(Meadows, 1999), as the globalised world runs on a soft global human system: ‘Magical leverage points are not easily accessible, even if we know where they are and which direction to
push on them. There are no cheap tickets to mastery. You have to work hard at it, whether
that means rigorously analyzing a system or rigorously casting off your own paradigms and
throwing yourself into the humility of Not Knowing. In the end, it seems that mastery has less
to do with pushing leverage points than it does with strategically, profoundly, madly letting go.’
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After a relentless pursuit in trying to do a scan, the writer can only set the scene. The map of
understanding the impact of Covid-19, the best scan that was possible, is the Soft Global System in Figure 1:

The combination of mastery in critical thinking and analytics and letting go can create magic –
because the world needs magic in this comedy of errors, The World is F*cked: A Book of Hope
(Manson, 2019) echoes.
Doctor who predicted Covid-19 answers all. Z Bush. Next Advanced Medicine, 14 May
2020.
https://nextadvancedmedicine.com/2020/05/14/watch-this-inspiring-and-fascinating-interview-on-coronavirus-with-dr-zach-bush-m-d/
Friedman, T. Hot, Flat and Overcrowded. London: HarperCollins Publishers.
Harari, YN. Sapiens: A Brief History of Mankind. London: Penguin Random House UK.
Manson, M. Everything is Fucked: A Book About Hope. New York: HarperCollins.
Meadows, D. Leverage Points - Places to Intervene in a System. The Sustainability Institute.
Meredith, M. The State of Africa. London: The Free Press.
A new World is arising. R van Niekerk. MoneyWeb.
https://www.moneyweb.co.za/in-depth/ninety-one/a-whole-new-world-is-arising/
Re-imagine! T Peters. London: Dorling Kindersley Limited.
A Whole New World Is Arising. R van Niekerk. Moneyweb.
https://www.moneyweb.co.za/in-depth/nedbank-private-wealth/a-whole-new-world-is-arising/?mc_cid=933a8eae6e&mc_eid=1d78e1318e
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Being human during the Corona crisis
During times of crisis, people, including country and political leaders, tend to turn to scientists
for answers, explanations and reassurance. Scientists provide facts, honesty and hope in the
form of vaccine research and development. They are trusted.
When faced with a crisis, many people tend to focus only on the immediate problem and address it with considered solutions. However, any crisis is also part of a complex systemic problem, which requires long-term solutions and approaches. Whatever the solution or means of
addressing the crisis, human behaviour is key to its success. Humans have individual propensities and preferences, and their willingness to comply with stringent measures that curtail their
freedom and means to make a living, differ. Unfortunately, human behaviour cannot be predicted.
People have displayed unusual and ‘unpredictable’ behaviour before and during the global
Corona crisis, so much so that Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are ‘breaking down’ and are
unable to manage inventory and make purchase suggestions. One week saw people bulk buying certain items, such as sugar and toilet paper. The next week, these items were ignored in
favour of other items. AI cannot be of help under these conditions; it needs humans to act
‘predictably’.
Tremendous acts of charity, empathy and solidarity have been observed over the past few
weeks and months. People have come forward to help others, with no reciprocal action expected. Research jointly conducted by the University of Johannesburg’s Centre for Social
Change and the Development, Capable and Ethical State research division of HSRC recently
found that ‘33% of South African adults were depressed, 45% fearful, and 29% lonely during
lockdown’.
Many South Africans are dealing with tremendous mental health issues due to being isolated
or separated from their families, or being scared or angry. Some are facing uncertain or devastating financial situations while others are simply unable to cope with an unfamiliar world.
The full and lasting effect of the Coronavirus crisis cannot yet be determined. However, what
it means to be human, and part of a society, will most certainly be re-evaluated and reconsidered.
Why we turn to scientists in times of crisis. E Abo-Hamed. World Economic Forum, 19
May 2020.
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/in-science-we-trust-why-we-turn-to-scientists-intimes-of-crisis/
Coronavirus: why changing human behaviour is the best defence in tackling the virus.
J Cole. The Conversation, 26 Mar 2020.
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-why-changing-human-behaviour-is-the-best-defence-in-tackling-the-virus-134500
'We pray for this bad time to end': the steep cost of lockdown in South Africa. J Burke.
The Guardian, 6 May 2020.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/06/we-pray-for-this-bad-time-to-end-the-steepcost-of-coronavirus-lockdown-in-south-africa
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The hidden struggle: The mental health effects of the Covid-19 lockdown in South Africa. M Orkin et al. Daily Maverick, 13 May 2020.
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-05-13-the-hidden-struggle-the-mental-health-effects-of-the-covid-19-lockdown-in-south-africa/
Policy Brief: The impact of COVID-19 on children. United Nations, 15 Apr 2020.
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/policy_brief_on_covid_impact_on_children_16_april_2020.pdf
‘Children at risk of lasting psychological distress from coronavirus lockdown’: Save the
Children. Relief Web, 8 May 2020.
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/children-risk-lasting-psychological-distress-coronavirus-lockdown-save-children
Here’s how to check in on your AI system, as COVID-19 plays havoc. M Hollister. World
Economic Forum, 22 May 2020.
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/here-s-how-to-check-in-on-your-ai-system-ascovid-19-plays-havoc/
PERSPECTIVE: What human behaviour in a crisis can tell us. M Hadzikadic. Inside
UNCC, 25 Mar 2020.
https://inside.uncc.edu/news-features/2020-03-25/perspective-what-human-behavior-crisiscan-tell-us

Sustainability
Dealing with plastics in SA
South Africans produce about 40m tons of general waste annually, of which very little is being
recycled. The rest ends up in landfills or waste storage facilities around the country.
At the Plastics Colloquium hosted in Boksburg in November 2019, the Minister of Forestry,
Fisheries and Environmental Affairs, Barbara Creecy, stated the need to address the problem
of plastic pollution – among others by forming partnerships to tackle the problem successfully.
One potential solution is to build infrastructure that supports recycling initiatives, such as the
10-year partnership between Coca-Cola Africa and the PET Recycling Company (PETCO),
which promotes and regulates the recycling of bottles and containers. As a result of the partnership, SA has seen an increase in recycling from single digits in 2000 to 65% in 2017. However, more needs to be done to tackle this plastic epidemic. Creecy made the point that the
country needs to design plastic products for re-use and recycling.
The World Without Waste campaign is proving to be a sustainable solution. So far in SA, CocaCola has collected the equivalent of 113% of the PET plastic bottles that the company put into
the South African market in 2018.
In a subsequent development, the South African Plastics Pact was launched on 30 January
2020 with the goal of ‘keeping plastics in the economy and out of the environment’. The Pact
was developed by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF-SA), in partnership with the South
African Plastics Recycling Organisation (SAPRO), and the UK’s WRAP. The SA Plastics Pact
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joins France, the UK, the Netherlands and Chile to exchange knowledge and collaborate to
accelerate the transition to the circular economy for plastics.
The Pact founding members are the Clicks Group, Coca-Cola Africa, Danone, Distell, HomeChoice, Massmart, Myplas, Nampak Rigids, Pick n Pay, Polyoak, Polyplank, Shoprite Group,
SPAR, Spur Corporation, TFG, Tigerbrands, Tuffy, Unilever, ADDIS, Waste Plan and Woolworths. Other organisations include Fruit South Africa, SAPRO, the Polyolefin Responsibility
Organisation, the Polystyrene Association of South Africa, the PET Recycling Company, the
Southern African Vinyls Association, the Institute of Waste Management of Southern Africa,
the National Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, and the City of Cape Town.
By 2025, all members commit to the following:





Taking action on problematic or unnecessary plastic packaging through redesign, innovation or alternative (re-use) delivery models
100% of plastic packaging to be reusable, recyclable or compostable
70% of plastic packaging to be effectively recycled
30% average recycled content across all plastic packaging.

To develop a circular economy in SA by achieving these objectives will require various activities to be undertaken. All plastics need to be designed to be reusable, recyclable or compostable in practice and at scale, with a concerted effort on both the design and the after-use side.
The SA Plastics Pact members will be instrumental in transforming how plastic is produced
and used, ensuring it stays in the economy and out of the environment while creating thousands of jobs for South Africans.
According to Johann Conradie, chairman SAPRO, ‘the best way to keep plastic out of the
environment is to make it too valuable to waste. If products are designed well and there is
sufficient demand for it, we know that the South African entrepreneurial spirit will step in to
ensure it finds a home.’
At a micro level, some entrepreneurs are creating a business opportunity that can be franchised.
How we made it in Africa, an online South African platform, recently profiled EPCM Holdings,
a South African-based company that developed a small-scale plastic-to-diesel fuel plant that
small businesses and entrepreneurs can set up and run in remote areas. The units are modular
and containerised, and can be shipped anywhere a truck is able to reach. The system supplies
its own power (for the reactor, air coolers and pumps) and can be located at the feed source
to minimise the cost of transport.
The plant may be ideal for a small business to operate in remote parts of Africa where the cost
of diesel can be expensive, yet the only readily available fuel. The fuel products produced can
be sold to customers to power generators, run trucks or send back to small refineries for interblending. Partnering with a plastic waste sorting business can also secure the feedstock. The
plant has a capacity to produce 36 000 litres per month. EPCM is available to assist in project
financing, business case development for loan applications, and operations and maintenance
advice.
In another development, Nigeria’s Recyclan collects plastic waste and exports it to the rest of
the world. The startup is reducing plastic waste on beaches, landfills and in the ocean by driving collection through technology. Its mobile app and SMS service incentivise people to recycle
their waste, offering things like access to health insurance, sanitary towels, and schools fees
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in exchange. It then processes and packages this waste to customer specification and exports
it to North America, Europe and Asia.
Recyclan is active in eight states of Nigeria, as well as Ghana, Togo, Benin, Cameroon, Burkina
Faso and Kenya. It has made over US$1.1m in revenue already, and has a 40% margin.
It is therefore clear that an increasing number of steps are being taken to address plastic pollution. The above is in addition to regulatory moves such as prohibiting the use of single-used
plastic bags. Prevention and value added to plastic are important moves. However, more must
be done to address the large volumes of plastic waste already in the environment.
South African plastics pact a first in Africa; Collaborative platform will tackle plastic
waste and pollution. Cape Business News, 12 Feb 2020.
https://www.cbn.co.za/featured/south-african-plastics-pact-a-first-in-africa-collaborative-platform-will-tackle-plastic-waste-and-pollution/
Coca-Cola celebrates milestones in plastic recycling. The Citizen, 6 Jun 2019.
https://citizen.co.za/news/south-africa/environment/2139891/coca-cola-celebrates-milestonein-plastic-recycling/
Business Opportunity: Convert plastic into diesel from anywhere in Africa. How we
made it in Africa, 5 May 2020.
https://www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/business-opportunity-convert-plastic-into-diesel-fromanywhere-in-africa/65769/?mc_cid=872d43ab1b&mc_eid=3517536e1e
Nigerian startup Recyclan establishes pan-African presence by exporting waste globally. T Jackson. Disrupt Africa, 20 May 2020.
https://disrupt-africa.com/2020/05/nigerian-startup-recyclan-establishes-pan-african-presence-by-exporting-waste-globally/
From plastic bottle to … plastic bottle: how Cape Town recycles. D Wayland. Daily Maverick, 22 Nov 2019.
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2019-11-22-from-plastic-bottle-to-plastic-bottle-howcape-town-recycles/

Security
The future of geopolitics after Covid-19
Although the country and the world at large are currently in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the general consensus remains that while this pandemic will probably pass, the world will not
return to ‘normal’. Just as with the end of the World Wars and the Cold War, a new normal
awaits us all beyond Covid-19. Just as the geo-political environment changed substantially
after the mentioned global events, it can be assumed humanity could face a changed geopolitical environment.
While the exact nature of the geo-political environment post Covid-19 remains unknown, more
general known trends could be indicators of the world that awaits us. Significant trends in this
regard include the impact on multilateralism, future global trade patterns changing the relative
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power of states, the shift of the global balance of power from the West to the East, and a new
struggle between competing global governance approaches.
Despite historic progress made with global governance, the pandemic significantly exposed
the shortcomings thereof. The highly nationalistic reaction against Covid-19 and the inadequate global health support/infrastructure have identified some serious global and regional
governance challenges. Even mature multilateral arrangements such as the EU suffered significant reputational damage. An example here is the lack of significant support rendered to
Italy by the EU at the start of the crisis there. Growing dissatisfaction with the representativeness of the United Nations Security Council might be again revisited in the aftermath of this
pandemic. Although the current experience seems to indicate that multilateralism has been
damaged, the role of multilateral organisations such as World Health Organization (WHO) in
mitigating the pandemic and managing the global recovery could in the end actually strengthen
aspects related to global health issues. Out of the ashes of this pandemic the value of a more
coordinated future global effort against pandemics would hopefully be the one lesson learned.
While the centre of gravity of the balance of power was moving from the West towards China
(and Asia) before the pandemic, it could be expected that the trend will be boosted by the
economic and social consequences of this pandemic. This will especially be the case if the
Asian economies could be the first to emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic. While this might
be likely, it is also too early to call as signs of a second wave of infections in Asia seem to
grow. The reputation damage China suffered as the source of this pandemic and the initial
suppression of information could, however, also diminish China’s soft power, limiting its future
global aspirations.
One additional issue that might damage China’s (Asia’s) rise could be a future change in Asia’s
role as the main manufacturing hub of the world. Logistical supplies have been disrupted during the time of lockdowns globally, and it can be expected that many businesses will question
their previous supply chain arrangements. This could result in major changes in global logistical arrangements. The increase of additive production coupled with a surge of nationalistbacked investment in local economies and manufacturing will assist in making manufacturing
local, decreasing the need for an extensive supply chain network.
Thus, the further rise of China will not be uncontested with the main two global protagonists
continuing to be the US and China. Other significant political role-players will be the European
Union (EU), Russia, India and Brazil. Currently international institutions have entered a phase
of weakening, due partly to the US’s withdrawal from multilateral participation, and partly due
to continuing discord among major powers. The dynamic caused by responses to the pandemic might, however, create other non-governmental power players as the global power play
is escalated.
The post-Covid-19 world is bound to manifest an outcome of a political and value struggle
between authoritarianism, populism and liberalism which is triggered by national responses to
the pandemic. This outcome could be expected to be varied without a clear winner. For some,
the scale of the crisis can lead to a rehabilitation of expertise, institutions and international
cooperation, and a devaluation of the populists' simpler approaches. Others, on the other hand,
inspired by sovereign driven ideas, argue that the European institutions have proved to be
irrelevant and had to support and pursue measures to re-establish border controls. Additionally, the ‘Chinese model’ has emerged as a reference for the global anti-liberal current, while
China continues to capitalise on the country’s ‘victory against the virus’ to promote its political
system.
In the end, despite all the noise created by the current global struggle against Covid-19, a
changed geo-political reality could be expected. However, it would be in humanity’s control to
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resist the allure of easy solutions presented by authoritarianism and populism. Seeing that new
zoonotic pandemics could be expected, it would be in humanity’s interest to ensure a more
coordinated multilateral response to manage future challenges.
Covid-19 has exposed the fragility of China’s ambition to be ‘the’ global superpower. O
Tella. Daily Maverick, 6 Apr 2020.
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2020-04-06-covid-19-has-exposed-the-fragilityof-chinas-ambition-to-be-the-global-superpower/
COVID-19: the geopolitical implications of a global pandemic. O Antonenko et al. Control Risks, 5 Mar 2020.
https://www.controlrisks.com/our-thinking/insights/covid-19-the-geopolitical-implications-of-aglobal-pandemic
Is COVID-19 a Geopolitical Game-Changer? M Duclos. Institut Montaigne, 24 Mar 2020.
https://www.institutmontaigne.org/en/blog/covid-19-geopolitical-game-changer
Where is Africa's place in the global Covid-19 geopolitics? O Dembélé, APA News, 8 Apr
2020.
http://apanews.net/en/news/where-is-africas-place-in-the-global-covid-19-geopolitics
Geopolitical scenarios for Asia after COVID-19. MJ Green. Center for Strategic and International Studies, 31 Mar 2020.
https://www.csis.org/analysis/geopolitical-scenarios-asia-after-covid-19
The geopolitical view on COVID-19: Managing disruption in different scenarios. S Heading. KPGM Blog Platform, 6 Mar 2020.
https://home.kpmg/xx/en/blogs/home/posts/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19.html
Economic recovery from COVID-19 and geopolitical ramifications. Y Hedrick-Wong.
Forbes, 23 Mar 2020.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/panel-of-economic-commentators/2020/03/23/economic-recovery-from-covid-19-and-geopolitical-ramifications/#cb787e2596eb
Coronavirus and geopolitics: Toilet paper as the new definer of class – and other
changed realities. J-A van Wyk. Daily Maverick, 20 Mar 2020.
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-03-20-coronavirus-and-geopolitics-toilet-paperas-the-new-definer-of-class-and-other-changed-realities/
Geopolitics of COVID-19 pandemic. S Seth. Taipei Times, 20 Apr 2020.
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/archives/2020/04/20/2003734931
Geopolitics in the times of confinement. J Jamar. New Europe, 24 Apr 2020.
https://www.neweurope.eu/article/geopolitics-in-the-times-of-confinement/

South China Sea: A simmering global security issue
While most of the world remains focused on dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic and its possible fallout, other global threats appear to be forgotten. One of these threats, and ranking
among the world’s major geopolitical hotspots, is the South China Sea (SCS) issue involving
China, the littoral states of the SCS and the United States (US). The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) identified the South China Sea issue among the 13 global conflicts for 2020 that
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may have a high impact albeit currently with a moderate likelihood. However, given the increasingly geo-political and geo-economic stand-off between China and the US, exacerbated
by US Covid-19 accusations against China, an armed conflict by miscalculation in the SCS
cannot be ruled out.
Why is the South China Sea issue so important? The SCS is bordered by Brunei, Cambodia,
China, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. The
major island and reef formations in the SCS are the Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands, Pratas,
the Natuna Islands and Scarborough Shoal. The SCS is rich in marine life, and oil and gas
reserves while accounting for one-third of global shipping with an assessed value of US$3.37
trillion based on 2016 statistics (see map below from the Center of Strategic and International
Studies).

For China, this represents about 39% of its total trade and 90% of petroleum imports for China,
Japan and South Korea. Only about 6% of US trade passes through the SCS but the area is
of major strategic importance for the US as its Seventh Fleet uses it regularly to pass between
the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The strategic trade importance of the SCS for the littoral states
is significant. The percentage of all trade for these states are: Vietnam (86%), Indonesia (85%),
Thailand (74%), Singapore (66%), Malaysia (55%) and South Korea (47%). Even 24% of all
SA’s trade passes through the SCS. The littoral states aim to be as independent from the
Chinese influence as possible. Any obstruction of the SCS trade routes would lead to a global
economic crisis.
China’s economic security depends on the SCS; hence
the country’s obsession to control the SCS regardless
of the interests of the littoral states and the US, or even
rulings against it based on international law. The littoral
states all have claims over parts of the SCS based on
the 200 nautical mile limit of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). In 2016, a
tribunal under UNCLOS issued a ruling in favour of the
Philippines against China’s claims in the SCS. China,
however, rejected the ruling.
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UNCLOS, among others, states that
 Coastal States have sovereign rights in a
200-nautical mile exclusive economic zone
(EEZ) with respect to natural resources and
certain economic activities, and exercise jurisdiction over marine science research and
environmental protection;
 All other states have freedom of navigation
and overflight in the EEZ, as well as freedom
to lay submarine cables and pipelines;
 Coastal States have sovereign rights over
the continental shelf (the national area of the
seabed) for exploring and exploiting it; the
shelf can extend at least 200 nautical miles
from the shore, and more under specified circumstances.

This Chinese obsession with controlling the SCS was already noticeable
towards the end of the Second World
War in 1945 when the government of
the Republic of China (ROC) drew a
map with a broken line that almost
encompassed the whole South
China Sea area. This map was
adopted by the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) after the Maoist revolution and became known as the socalled nine-dash line map that intentionally demarcates the PRC’s maritime boundary. The first armed confrontation over territorial claims came
in 1974 when Chinese gunboats attacked and destroyed a South Vietnamese military outpost in the Paracel Islands of the SCS.
Ever since that time, China expanded
its influence in accordance with the
nine-dash line area by harassing fishing and geological survey boats of littoral states as well as the construction of military facilities on the Spratly
Islands, inclusive of creating artificial
islands. China has, among others,
deployed anti-ship cruise missiles and long-range surface-to-air missiles on the Spratly Islands. This happened despite bilateral and regional efforts at dispute management and confidence building by the littoral states.
China’s indifference to the diplomatic initiatives of the littoral states has culminated in a Chinese declaration in April 2020 that it had taken administrative control over the Paracel and
Spratly islands as well as sovereignty over 80 islands and other geographical and underwater
features in the sea. It appears that China has taken advantage of the global paralysis brought
about by the Covid-19 pandemic to advance its regional objectives in the SCS. The declaration
came amidst growing tension between China, and the US and Vietnam about Chinese actions
in the SCS. Vietnam, a staunch ally of the US, traditionally leads the littoral states’ opposition
towards the Chinese actions. The country has thus far pursued a diplomatic approach in trying
to resolve the matter, and may still prefer this option as it now chairs the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and has a non-permanent seat on the UN Security Council for
the period 2020-2021. However, continued aggressive action by China – such as the sinking
of a Vietnamese fishing boat in April 2020 – might force Vietnam to reconsider its approach.
The Trump administration has adopted an information warfare campaign against China. It accuses China of deliberately spreading the Covid-19 virus to harm US interests, i.e. instigating
some form of biowarfare, with President Trump referring to Covid-19 as the Chinese or Wuhan
virus. President Trump also threatened in May 2020 to “cut off the whole relationship” with
China. The US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, in April 2020 expressed continued US support for the littoral states and condemned China’s declaration of administrative control over the
Paracel and Spratly islands. The US also deployed two navy ships into the SCS early in May
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2020 to conduct so-called freedom of navigation operations (FONOPs) aimed at reemphasising that the SCS is an international area open to all shipping. The US navy has conducted 23
FONOPs since 2015. However, China has condemned these FONOPs as flagrant attempts to
enforce US navigation hegemony, and has regularly undertaken interception missions to harass the US ships or aircraft participating in the FONOPs. The Chinese apprehension about US
actions was illustrated by a Reuters report in May 2020 which said that the Chinese leadership
was warned by its Ministry of State Security about a growing global anti-Chinese sentiment led
by the US. The report allegedly warned the Chinese leadership to ‘be prepared in a worst-case
scenario for armed confrontation between the two global powers (China and US)’.

War Inevitable

Failed Diplomacy

Inane
Extensive
global conflict

Miscalculate
Limited
regional
conflict

Successful Diplomacy

What is to be expected for the SCS as a
major geopolitical hotspot? Four scenarios are presented based on two major
driving forces. The two driving forces are
(a) war and (b) diplomacy.

The ‘Inane’ scenario is the worst case
scenario where diplomacy has failed and
where war has become inevitable. In this
scenario, the US and China clearly put
their interests first by taking a stand
against its opponent’s continued crossing
Status Quo
Compromise
of perceived red lines. The US President
Trump, being in his final presidential term
Chinese
Limited
hegemony
UNCLOS
(2021-2024), see the defeat of China as
expand
situation
his ultimate legacy. Chinese President Xi
Jinping, being cognisant of possible challenges to his leadership of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP), should he fail to
War Averted
defeat Trump, takes the ultimate gamble
in favour of armed confrontation. Under
this scenario, war between the US and China becomes inevitable as multilateral diplomatic
efforts fail due to pre-war disregard for multilateral institutions. War starting in the SCS is a
strong possibility that will eventually draw in other major global role players. There will be no
winners and the world will enter a period of severe humanitarian suffering as it now has to cope
with both the continued long-term global fall-out of the Covid-19 pandemic and a US-China
global war.

The ‘Status Quo’ scenario is a possible mainline scenario where war has been averted despite
failing diplomatic efforts. In this scenario, the US is unwilling to confront China in an armed
conflict in the SCS due to the severe economic fall-out of the Covid-19 pandemic for the US
economy. It simply cannot afford a costly war while re-building the American economy. The
US abandons the littoral states to continue its own fight with China. Although the littoral states
in this scenario continue their diplomatic efforts to persuade China to share the SCS resources
more amicably, China becomes more emboldened by US apathy and forcefully takes ownership of the complete nine-dash line area of the SCS. China eventually also succeeds with its
long-term goal of limiting the US influence in the western Pacific Ocean. The Chinese success
moreover encourages the country to become more hard-line in other areas of contestation with
the US and other countries of the West. This leads to a change in the balance of power between East and West on many spheres of influence.
The ‘Miscalculate’ scenario is another possible mainline scenario where war becomes inevitable as a result of miscalculation by both China and the US about each other’s willingness to
go to war in the face of perceived diplomatic success. In this scenario, diplomatic efforts by
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littoral states with China continue albeit with heightened public grandstanding between the US
and China. The US increases its Seventh Fleet FONOPs from bases in Japan and Guam in
the SCS to enforce the freedom of navigation principle. China continues appeasement diplomatic efforts with the littoral states but expands more forcefully its control over the nine-dash
line area. However, China becomes more incensed with US FONOPs and more daring in challenging the FONOPs, which leads to close encounters between US and Chinese navy ships.
As a result, the Chinese sunk a US navy ship by miscalculation. The resultant deployment of
the US Seventh Fleet command aircraft carrier with its supporting cruisers and destroyers in
the SCS leads to inevitable armed conflict between the two countries. After much damage to
both navies and facilities on the disputed islands, UN diplomatic efforts eventually succeed to
limit the war to the SCS area. The disruption of the trade routes in the SCS as a result of the
war has severe economic consequences for the littoral states and those countries reliant on it.
A UN peace agreement accepts most of China’s claims in terms of the nine-dash line but forces
China to demilitarise the SCS to ensure peaceful future freedom of navigation.
The ‘Compromise’ scenario is less likely, and is a scenario where war is averted through successful diplomatic efforts. In this scenario, the severe long-term global economic fall-out of the
Covid-19 pandemic for all countries involved in the SCS issue forces the US and China to
recalculate their bilateral relationship in favour of cooperation. This change in approach followed an unexpected victory for the US Democratic Party presidential candidate Joe Biden in
the much disputed 2020 US presidential election. The policy in favour of cooperation between
the US and China leads to agreements on many areas of dispute between them. On the SCS
issue, the US agrees to refrain from challenging China’s claims in terms of the nine-dash line
area with the proviso that China accommodates the economic interest of the littoral states in
an internationally accepted negotiated agreement. China agrees to allow UNCLOS freedom of
navigation in the SCS in return for the US ending the FONOPs. This is a win-win situation for
the US and China but one where the littoral states will have to contend with continued Chinese
hegemony in the SCS albeit under more peaceful conditions.
China’s South China Sea plan unfolds regardless of the coronavirus. S Mollman. Quartz,
9 May 2020.
https://qz.com/1849207/chinas-south-china-sea-plan-unfolds-regardless-of-coronavirus/
Conflicts to Watch in 2020. Center for Preventive Action. Council on Foreign Relations,
18 Dec 2019.
https://www.cfr.org/report/conflicts-watch-2020
How much trade transits the South China Sea? Center for Strategic and International
Studies, 4 Aug 2017.
https://chinapower.csis.org/much-trade-transits-south-china-sea/
American bioweapon or the ‘China Virus’? The war of words over COVID-19. M Conley
Tyler & T Liu. Observer Research Foundation, 12 Apr 2020.
https://www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/american-bioweapon-or-the-china-virus-the-war-ofwords-over-covid-19-64476/
Exclusive: Internal Chinese report warns Beijing faces Tiananmen-like global backlash
over virus. Reuters, 4 May 2020.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-china-sentiment-ex/exclusive-internalchinese-report-warns-beijing-faces-tiananmen-like-global-backlash-over-virusidUSKBN22G19C
The South China Sea in Strategic Terms. M Ott. Wilson Center, 14 May 2019.
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/blog-post/the-south-china-sea-strategic-terms
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South China Sea: Economic aspects. Britannica.
https://www.britannica.com/place/South-China-Sea/Economic-aspects
China and the South China Sea. M Ott. Wilson Center, 21 Jan 2020.
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/blog-post/china-and-south-china-sea
Tribunal Rejects Beijing’s Claims to South China Sea. J Page. The Wall Street Journal,
12 Jul 2016.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-claim-to-most-of-south-china-sea-has-no-legal-basiscourt-says-1468315137
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982: Overview and
full text. United Nations, 11 Feb 2020.
https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm
Reviewing Vietnam's 'Struggle' Options in the South China Sea. D Grossman. RAND, 4
May 2020.
https://www.rand.org/blog/2020/05/reviewing-vietnams-struggle-options-in-the-southchina.html
COVID-19 and the South China Sea. J Kurlantzick. Council on Foreign Relations, 22 Apr
2020.
https://www.cfr.org/blog/covid-19-and-south-china-sea
The South China Sea in 2020: What to Watch. P Parameswaran. The Diplomat, 17 Apr
2020.
https://thediplomat.com/2020/04/the-south-china-sea-in-2020-what-to-watch/
Navy ships head into South China Sea to counter Beijing ‘bullying’. G Ziezulewicz. Navy
Times, 9 May 2020.
https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2020/05/08/navy-ships-head-into-south-chinasea-to-counter-beijing-bullying/
Mike Pompeo Accuses China of Pushing Territorial Ambitions Amid Coronavirus Pandemic. G Peck. Time, 23 April 2020.
https://time.com/5826202/mike-pompeo-south-china-sea-coronavirus/

Technology & Innovation
The exciting new face of South African financial services
Disruption has become a common trend in the South African financial services landscape,
mainly due to the continued introduction of new FinTechs providing out-the-box solutions that
redesign how consumers interact with and what they expect from the financial services industry. Technology adoption and consumers demanding better and more affordable products and
services are key drivers of the change.
The adoption and integration of FinTech is rapidly transforming the core of financial services
globally. Technology and social media interactions are transforming client behaviour, enabling
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new business models leading to continuous change in the financial services sector (Mothibi,
2020).
The main focus of FinTechs is to address the inefficiencies of financial services through solving
the real pain points using digitised solutions while creating great user experiences. Mutually
beneficial partnerships between FinTechs and traditional financial services are being established through which FinTechs gain exposure, governance, access to customers and scalability, while financial services gain innovative thinking, new ways to provide services, and solutions with a high user experience focus (Hutton et al., 2020).
The ability to create and deliver value from new products and services lies at the core of the
growing FinTech landscape in SA. The first step towards success is to identify the challenges
and work collaboratively to ensure mutual success for both the FinTechs and financial institutions (Mothibi, 2020).
According to BusinessTech (2020), 2019 was characterised by new entrants to the market
while the focus will be shifting to SME banking in 2020. Several banks have started to move
into this space with Capitec buying Mercantile Bank earlier this year and FNB launching its
Business Zero account, which offers entrepreneurs a zero-rated account with unlimited free
card swipes.
The year 2020 will further be characterised by an increased focus on expanding financial inclusion through the development and introduction of solutions that support the informal trade
landscape – alternative distribution channels to informal communities to easily connect merchants to suppliers and customers. Solutions include micro-transaction platforms that generate
QR codes to street vendors and car guards.
SA has a flourishing FinTech industry underpinned by supportive ecosystems made up of multiple players, sophisticated system leveraging expertise and strong collaboration (Hutton et al.,
2020). The country’s FinTech landscape has many active players.
Payments and remittances

Lending
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Insurance and risk

Regulatory

Platform solutions

Security
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B2B digital solutions

Savings and Investments

Comparison solutions

BusinessTech, 2020 Fintech in South Africa in 2020 – what can we expect? BusinessTech, 19 Jan 2020.
https://businesstech.co.za/news/technology/366462/fintech-in-south-africa-in-2020-what-canwe-expect/
The SA FinTech in motion report. M Hutton. RMB, 2019.
https://www.rmb.co.za/files/pdf/other/fintech-report.pdf
Creating an environment for fintech innovation. K Mothibi. BizCommunity, 19 May 2020.
https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/751/204115.html
Technology as bridge-building enabler in SA’s ‘Planet Lockdown’
SA has been reeling under political dysfunction and economic slowdown for over a decade.
This has been further exacerbated with the novel coronavirus pandemic, Covid-19. The country was under lockdown initially from 27 March to 16 April primarily to prepare fragile health
systems for the inevitable onslaught of patients who will in the coming months test positive for
the virus. Subsequently, the lockdown has been extended in some form or other.
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How has technology been deployed in SA in the wake of the outbreak of the virus? To what
ends? What are some of the themes emerging to assist in informing the optimal deployment
of technology in a post-Covid-19 world?
In attempting to address these questions, this contribution covers technological responses
broadly in relation to SA’s ‘medical monitoring and managing’ Covid-19; technological developments and application in the private sector; education challenges; and, finally, social enablement via technological space to transcend problems of physical and social distancing.
Firstly, medical management of Covid-19 has seen technology increasingly being used at a
variety of levels. SA’s biggest telecommunications company has collaborated with a mobile
organisation to assist the government in the fight against Covid-19 through technologicaldriven contact tracing. The country’s public electricity utility, using Geographic Information System and location, was quick to recognise the importance of a technologically-enabled Covid19 dashboard to track the number of infected people and offer ongoing updates regarding
recoveries made and people who succumbed to the deadly contagion. The South African government has been working collaboratively with local tech companies and individuals to leverage technical capabilities in the fight against the pandemic. In addition, the government capitalised on the reach of the instant messaging platform WhatsApp to mass deliver informative
messages relating to Covid-19 to millions of citizens in five languages. A WhatsApp helpline
has been created.
Secondly, businesses are showing tenacity in innovating under a lockdown environment in SA.
The Covid-19 crisis has fast-tracked digital disruption and out-the-box thinking. Covid-19 has
forced digital transformation to the top of the agenda, with companies pivoting business models
to provide service offerings that are compatible with Covid-19 lifestyle changes. Technology
has increasingly been used to create alternative avenues of communication, engagement and
transaction. More and more employees have been required to work from home. Businesses
have been enhancing their service offerings using technology while accommodating lockdown
regulations to support customers’ goals of staying safely at home. At many levels, SA has been
waiting for an expected surge in e-commerce for a long time. Covid-19 is now becoming a
stimulus of necessity. Current digital infrastructures are being used to expand offerings for
businesses to remain operational and viable. Enterprises are thinking about how their technology infrastructure can be effectively leveraged to create new opportunities and revenue
streams.
Thirdly, education through online learning and home schooling is an area that has come into
sharp focus. Invaluable tools such as e-learning have been used in a complementary way to
provide stimulation and focus to learners following study curricula. Online training and education are being transmitted from education providers in an attempt to maintain continuity of primary, secondary and tertiary academic programmes and projects. Massive open online
courses are being accessed where individuals, having time at their disposal, are pursuing personal development programmes.
Fourthly, the isolationist effects of lockdown have reinforced the need for people as social
beings to interact and maintain contact, while still observing social and physical distancing
regulations. Apart from social networking platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram, there has been a burgeoning use of video conferencing apps to engage and interact
with friends, acquaintances and colleagues. Such technology has been used to enable participation in webinars, information sessions and client meetings. It is even being used for virtual
wine tastings, watching opera, and spiritual worship.
The Covid-19 environment has brought about new rules and regulations of social, economic
and educational conduct and engagement. The saying, ‘necessity is the mother of invention’,
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is relevant. Various technologies have been combined and reconfigured to, inter alia, provide
data and information, to process data into information and knowledge, to facilitate transactions,
to enable the transfer of content for education, to make decisions and to promote social contact
ranging from serious to frivolous engagement.
What are some of the conclusions that can be drawn from the sustained presence of Covid19, and the associated technological responses and innovations?
One can expect technological innovation to continue and, indeed, to escalate. The notion of
‘not wasting a good crisis’ will spur on technology providers to develop innovations and inventions, and organisations to implement these solutions more swiftly and with greater purpose.
The Covid-19 driven practices of working from home, using e-business channels and participating in online video conferencing will increase and become the norm. Indeed, the pandemic
will further embed technology as an enabler to ‘assimilate and process data’ and to ‘get things
done’, rendering manual and traditional methods more obsolete.
Greater imperatives will be framed and articulated for the development and implementation of
digital solutions. Banks, for example, will need to step up digital transformation journeys in
order to produce more banking products and services that are technologically enabled in the
hands of the customer. Indeed, customer-driven solutions using various combinations of technology will apply to virtually all industries.
Additional pressure will be brought to bear on cities and metropolitan areas to provide online
services to enable ready access to information, communicating and trading via the internet.
The digital divide comes into sharper focus as the ‘have nots’ demand greater online access
to technological solutions in the context of the pandemic that will continue to change ‘normal’
into the ‘new normal’. Momentum will build for internet providers to make data services more
cheaply and readily available.
Technology is often regarded as a driver of change. The pandemic will now become the driver,
and technology a critical enabler.
SA businesses innovate in the face of lockdown constraints. BizCommunity, 7 May
2020.
https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/160/203597.html
Free group video apps to help you stay in touch during COVID-19 isolation. A AngovePlumb. Choice, 17 Apr 2020.
https://www.choice.com.au/electronics-and-technology/internet/using-online-services/articles/free-video-conferencing-software-apps
10 ways South Africa is using tech to fight COVID-19. J Daniel. CIO, 9 Apr 2020.
https://www.cio.com/article/3536640/10-ways-south-africa-is-using-tech-to-fight-covid19.html
Collaboration is the key to moving forward in these challenging times. D du Plessis.
Tarsus, 21 Apr 2020.
https://www.tarsus.today/collaboration-is-the-key-to-moving-forward-in-these-challengingtimes/
#LockdownLessons: Keeping spirits lifted while working from home. BizCommunity, 22
May 2020.
https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/162/204280.html
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How COVID-19 exposes the defects in South Africa’s digital economy. S Ahmed. Research ICT Africa, 26 Mar 2020.
https://researchictafrica.net/2020/03/26/how-covid-19-exposes-the-defects-in-south-africasdigital-economy/

Art and Science of
Decision-Making
Mental health: The untold Covid-19 story and the future challenge?
Every day, we are regaled with facts and figures of Covid-19: how many people have been
infected, the number who have died and how many have recovered. On television, we are
faced with the harrowing stories of first-line responders working long shifts, with or without the
necessary personal protective equipment (PPE), going home to their families at night and selfisolating to reduce the chances of passing on the virus.
Pandemic. Even the word itself raises the heartbeat and induces a sense of fear. Yet, very few
people speak about the psychology of this global nightmare and, perhaps, about its long-term
effects on the psychological well-being of our citizens. This is the current untold story, and the
next chapter could well be a long lasting, unintended legacy that affects our society for generations to come.
We have all seen dramatic accounts, both fiction and non-fiction, of the effects of war on soldiers, of the post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD) that serve to haunt the lives of those who
return from battle. But what of the victims of this pandemic? Those who have been afflicted
and who have fought their own battles to recover, attached to ventilators with only a small
chance of survival? The angst and anguish of families who have had to watch their suffering,
while fearing for their own health? The small business owners who cannot sleep because of
their fear that the bank will foreclose on their business, dashing their dreams and impacting
the livelihood of the people who depend on the business for their employment? Of the families
who have used up their savings and have no more money to pay the bills? Of those with fragile
mental health to start with and who have been further traumatised by isolation, the absence of
professional assistance and the constant exposure to toxic relationships?
There is no doubt that the primary threat posed by Covid-19 is to people’s physical health. It is
right that we focus our resources right now on dealing with this ‘clear and present’ danger. The
reality however is that it is also taking a strain on the social and cultural fabric of our society
and is sapping our mental health, day by day, as it continues on its inexorable path. Fear,
uncertainty and isolation – the three horsemen of our emotional tsunami and potential future
mental health apocalypse.
As humans, at the best of times, we have an illusionary control over our future. Yet our small
comfort comes from our routines, knowing what we are going to do today, tomorrow and next
week. The lethal confluence of fear over our own health and those close to us, a lockdown that
alters our routine and an imposed isolation from the reassuring social contact with others, takes
away even that limited sense of control.
The World Economic Forum argues that, with 2.6bn people around the world in lockdown, we
are going through what is in some sense the largest psychological experiment ever. The experiment, they argue, has the potential to result in a secondary wave of burnout and stress-
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related absenteeism as we return from our safe cocoons into the harsh reality of a Covid-19
traumatised world. As we prepare for the pandemic to peak in SA, we need to ask ourselves
the important question: What are we doing to build the capability to deal with PCSD – PostCovid Stress Disorder?
Research has shown that people who are quarantined or isolated are likely to develop a wide
range of psychological stress symptoms. These include depression, irritability, insomnia, anxiety, anger, emotional exhaustion and burnout. How will this impact not only our own long-term
wellness but that of our families and communities? How will it impact our work when we return
– the productivity, and economic and social health of business? Is it possible that people returning to work will be both more resilient AND traumatised?
The sad reality is that not everyone will be affected in the same way. In an already unequal
society, a minority of people will have weathered the Covid-19 storm in suburban houses and
apartments with the necessary access to technology to create some sense of social contact
and business continuity. In townships and informal settlements, the less privileged have had
to live with their fears, exacerbated by the reality that social distancing is almost impossible.
Economically too, these are the hardest hit. The first employment casualties of any crisis are
those dependent on piece employment, the casual and part-time work on which so many depend. The long queues for food parcels amply demonstrate the effect of work deprivation on
so many. Suntosh Pillay, a psychologist working in KwaZulu-Natal, believes that this stress
could have long-term consequences, ‘I think there’s going to be intense feelings of depression
after this, especially as we’re dealing with the aftereffects of the economic meltdown’ (Cleary,
2020).
So, how do we build a meaningful response? In New York, Governor Cuomo called on mental
health professionals to donate their time pro bono to serve on 24-hour help-lines to contribute
to a ‘first response’ to the anxiety caused by the pandemic. In SA, we have not seen any such
appeal. Our already over-stressed mental health care resources seem not to have the capacity
to respond in such a way. The reality is that a failure to plan and put in place the resources
required to mitigate the psychological impacts of quarantine is likely to undermine our financial
and economic recovery. It would appear that, in SA, our stage is set for major future mental
health implications if we cannot advocate for the necessary resources to be made available by
the state, by clergy, by medical aids, by NGOs and by ordinary citizens who care and can offer
counsel.
There are some who have recognised the need to do something. Mind Your Breath is a multifaceted approach, offered by an enterprising pair of health care professionals, Dr Annelien
Nieman and Zoe Douglas, for use by schools and businesses. Zoe explains, ‘Through a combination of skills teaching and coaching this programme aims to assist and alleviate some of
the side effects of trauma and loss as well as focusing on personal transformation and growth
in order for individuals and groups to achieve their highest potential. Training and coaching
sessions can be done face to face or online.’
The question we all have to ask is this: Are we getting ready for the second pandemic of Covid19 mental health challenges? Ignoring this reality is not a response we can afford.
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